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Organization description
PersonGene srl is a Start Up of the University of Bari, and now the operational headquarters is situated in the University Hospital “Policlinico di Bari”. The main objective of PersonGene is to make personalized medicine (also called Precision medicine) concrete, supporting the concept that personalized medicine is not a medicine for the few, but for everyone.

Solution/service description
The technological solution that PersonGene proposes is a genetic test for the prediction of the glucose metabolism and the prevention of diabetes. This proposal is inherent to the Gatekeeper challenge “Diabetes: predictive modelling of glycaemic status”. Our specific objective is to provide genetic prediction models underlying glucose metabolism to prevent hypoglycaemic events and diabetes.

Features/product description
PersonGene will provide the kit for the Diabetes Genetic test to patients already monitored in the GK Platform for the Reference use case “Diabetes: predictive modelling of glycemic status”. The PersonGene test to evaluate the genetic predisposition to the altered glucose metabolism and diabetes is very simple, quick and painless.
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